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Pricing
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Introduction
Have you noticed that software development agencies do not show
prices of their projects? 



Catibor is going to help us to sort out this matter. You might notice
him on the front page. He is a CEO of a large catcompany, they
managed to launch lots of projects with us. 



In Aspirity we value your time. So we've created this pricing manual
which provide you the next conceptions: 

!
 A raw estimation of the project!
 Engagement options



Catibor is going to help us to sort out this matter. You might notice
him on the front page. He is a CEO of a large catcompany, they
managed to launch lots of projects with us. So he will accompany
us throughout this manual.


And when you are satisfied with a raw estimation and need the
exact numbers just drop us a line, we will schedule a call to discuss
your idea and make a plan to start your project. 
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Time and Material
First time when Catibor decided to create a software project he
wanted to know the exact price beforehand. He was looking for a
Fixed Price model to be sure that he will only spend a certain
amount of money. 



But in the end, Catibor decided to work with the Time and Material
system. It means that he pays just for the time spent by our team.
He was a bit anxious about it - what if the team will spend too much
time (and his money)? But pretty soon he realized all the benefits
this system brings:

It’s predictable

It’s profitable

It’s transparent

It’s easy to control
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Discovery Phase

Here’s my advice: start every project with the
discovery phase! It allows you to define the
goals, scope and vision of your project and
avoid possible mistakes that may cost you a
lot later on.

After having numerous projects done, Catibor has defined a few
markers indicating that Discovery Phase might be helpful for the
project:
He is not satisfied with his app design or performances
He is not sure where to start
He is not sure what type of engagement is best for him
He needs to know the timeline and approximate budget
before the start
So what is it?
Discovery phase is 2-5 weeks of diving deep into your project. We
create the road map of the project and select the best team line-up
for the top-notch delivery of the future milestones.
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Every situation is unique and there are no identical projects, so
Discovery Phase and its results may vary. On the first call we decide
together what type of discovery needs to be done in your
circumstances. During these 2-5 weeks from our side you will work
closely with an analyst and a product designer. A tech lead may
also join the process if necessary.


Possible outcomes of the Discovery Phase:
Feature List
List of all system features with all their attributes, conditions and
interdependencies. Necessary for the development process and very
helpful for an accurate estimation.

Project Roadmap
Contains defined milestones and goals of the project with an
approximate timeline.

Timeline and Budget Estimation
Approximate estimation of timeline and costs for your project.

Design Overview
Recommendations on quick improvement of UX\UI design of your app.

Tech Overview
The document with the list of recommendations or possible
improvements from the technical side.
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CJM
A diagram (or several diagrams) that depict the stages customers go
through when interacting with an app.

Analytics Overview
List of recommendations based on data received from analytical tools
(Google Analytics, Hotjar, etc.). May also include tips for analytical tools
settings.

Clickable Prototype
A design framed as a website you can click through but without any
code and data. It helps to get a feeling of the system. Used for raising
funds (to show investors), for testing with potential users, etc. Here’s an
example - Arctic.

User Stories
Description of the system from the users perspective - how they use
each functionality, why and what for. Help to create better UX and to
prioritize features.

Competitor UX analysis
Our design team reviews your market competitors intending to note
their strong and weak sides, find best practices and points to
differentiate your solution to compare with others on the market, and
then use this information for designing your application.
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UX/UI Review
Recommendations on quick improvement of UX\UI design of your app.

Proof of Concept
Our design team reviews your market competitors intending to note
their strong and weak sides, find best practices and points to
differentiate your solution to compare with others on the market, and
then use this information for designing your application.

To get all of them might take a lot of time, so we decide together
beforehand what artifacts are crucial for your project.
How it works:
60 minutes call with our Discovery Team to get
to know your business and your app
During this call we decide what type of Discovery fits
better and which artifacts should be done.

We dive into your business area and
application, and create all the artifacts
In the end we have a 60-90 minutes call to demonstrate
an application improvement plan
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Full-stack projects
We sent this table to Catibor to help him understand the
approximate budget.
Cost

Small project

Medium project

Large project

25-50k

50-150k

Over 150k

1

2

3+

1

2+

5

6-10

3

5

6-10

Pick up Points

Socely

Helthjem, Arctic

Basics
Requirements


(feature list, users stories)

Foundational UX
User roles
Development basics
3d party integrations
Adaptivity
Design
Design kit
Clickable Prototype
User Research Interviews
User Validation Sessions
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Why? I want to have 3 integrations in my
project, but all other criteria are from the first
column - one user role, no adaptivity, etc. Does
it mean that my project will cost more than
$150k just because of integrations?

We explained to him that since every project is different we cannot
reflect any possibility in our table. But it’s still pretty simple. If his
project corresponds to all the criteria from the first column and has
only one criteria from the third, it's logical to assume that it’s going
to stay close to the highest price from the first column — $50k.

Great! But frankly, I don’t understand all these
technical terms you use in your table. Do you
have a Glossary or something?

And of course, we have! Catibor read the Glossary, defined the
approximate cost of his project and went to investors to raise
money.
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UX/UI Design + Front end
This type of engagement perfectly fits Catibor when his IT team
develops the back end on their side.
Cost

Small project

Medium project

Large project

25-50k

50-100k

Over 100k

1

2

3+

1

2+

5

6-10

3

5

6-10

TrackMe

EasyDev

Shorline

Front-end Design
HTML+CSS Layouts
React front end
Basics
Requirements


(feature list, users stories)

Foundational UX
User roles
Development basics
3d party integrations
Adaptivity
Design
UI Style Guide
Clickable Prototype
User Research Interviews
User Validation Sessions

We deliver a design kit
+ front end code.

But what if Catibor has an angular or vue.js app? 

We can make a design plus HTML+CSS code, which
makes further implementation easier for his team.
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UX/UI Design
Sometimes Catibor comes to us with a small request for design
only. But even for such small projects he needs an approximate
understanding of a budget so we created a table for a design too.
Cost

Small project

Medium project

Large project

15-25

25-70k

Over 70k

5

6-10

3

5

6-10

1

2

3+

Cryptos

Aquilla

Design
Design kit
Clickable Prototype
User Research Interviews
User Validation Sessions
Basics
Requirements


(feature list, users stories)

Foundational UX
User roles
Adaptivity

We deliver designs
on Figma.
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Glossary
Adaptivity

it means that the app will adjust to any device.
Usually we cover the most popular screen
resolutions for desktops, tablets and mobile.

Analytics
Review

list of recommendations based on data received
from analytical tools (Google Analytics, Hotjar,
etc.)

Back End

data access layer of the application, the part of
the application the front end requests to.

Competitor UX
Analysis

our design team reviews your market competitors
intending to note their strong and weak sides, find
best practices and points to differentiate your
solution to compare with others on the market,
and then use this information for designing your
application.

Clickable
Prototype

a design framed as a website you can click
through but without any code and data. It helps to
get a feeling of the system. Used for raising funds
(to show investors), for testing with potential
users, etc. Here’s an example

Customer
Journey Map

a diagram (or several diagrams) that depict the
stages customers go through when interacting
with an app.

Design Kit

a set of all the UI elements of the systems
(buttons, forms, etc.) and all of the basics (fonts,
colors, etc.) With this it becomes much easier and
faster to scale the system and add more features.
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Glossary
Design
Overview

recommendations on quick improvement of UX\UI
design of your app made by our product designer

Development
Basics

this part includes setting up environments and
making baseline infrastructure of an application.
Where it will be hosted, what database will be
used, CI\CD configuration, etc.

Engagement

options of interaction with your business and
project. Type of engagement covers how we will
help you.

Feature List

list of all system features with all their attributes,
conditions and interdependencies. Necessary for
giving an accurate estimation.

Foundational
UX

different artifacts created to help the UX creation
process. The set of it changes from project to
project. The most frequent examples: site maps,
user flows, wireframes, customer journey maps,
information architecture diagrams, mental models
and more.

Front End

graphical interface of your app, basically part of
the app users interact with. We use HTML, CSS
and JavaScript to code Front end

HTML + CSS
Layouts

code that can be combined with any front end you
may use - React, Angular, Vue ,etc.

Project
Roadmap

contains defined milestones and goals of the
project with an approximate timeline.
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Glossary
Proof of
Concept

our designers provide 2-4 design screens intended
to their vision of how your project might look like.

Tech Overview

the document made by a tech lead from our side
with the list of recommendations or possible
improvements from the technical side.

UX/UI Review

deep examination of the app and user scenarios,
that provides you with a list of flaws and
recommendations.

User Research
Interviews

conversations between our designers and your
existing or potential users. Our designers watch
how the users interact with the system and decide
if something should be changed.

User Roles

types of users in the application. Usually means
they have different permissions or available
functionality e.g. regular user, administrator,
seller\buyer, etc.

User Stories

description of the system from users perspective how they use each functionality, why and what for.
Help to create better UX and to prioritize features.

3d Party
Integrations

allow us to add features and tools from another
application or software using their API e.g. we can
integrate Google calendar to your app to sync
events.
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Our Technological Stack
Figma

JavaScript

TypeScript

HTML+CSS

Pug

Node.js

MongoDB

Jest

Cypress

Nginx

Docker

CI/CD

React.js

Redux

Nx
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Summary
This manual gave you a raw conception of a price. When you are
satisfied with that just contact us and we will provide detailed
estimations.  


To discuss your idea just click the button below and schedule a
meeting for any convenient time.
Schedule a meeting

Five easy steps to become partners with us:
0

Provide us any data we should know about your project.
We will send you a list of questions before the meeting.

1

Then a 60-minutes call happens. We discuss your idea
and define whether we would be helpful to you and what
type of engagement fits best.

2

We prepare a proposal. Usually it takes one week.

3

Our business manager scheduled the second 60minutes call with you and a part of a team that will be
working with you. They give you comments and we plan
to start work.

4

During step four all paperwork gets done. And we set up
environments, and communication channels.
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So, everything is ready, and a journey begins.
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Contact us
hi@aspirity.com
Our LinkedIn
Our Telegram

Aspirity inc

1390 Market Street, Suite 200

San Francisco, CA

94102

the USA
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